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Abstract
It is important to promote interaction in university teaching, both in face-to-face and online
teaching, because it contributes to the acquisition of knowledge, promotes participation and
encourages student involvement. In online synchronous classes the tutor plans video calls and
can interact with students following similar guidelines to those used in face-to-face teaching,
but can he do so in asynchronous teaching? There are technologies that allow it like Edpuzzle
and H5P and in this contribution we will focus on its study. For this we have consulted 60
professors and teachers who have experienced it and we have asked them what advantages and
disadvantages they find. The testimonies collected show a high satisfaction of the people who
approach these technologies and their great potential to promote interaction in teaching. The
results reveal that video interaction technologies are an innovative, enjoyable, dynamic,
attractive and playful self-learning tool that favours the motivation and attention of students,
promotes flipped classroom and is easy to use by professors, among others. The experiences
developed in this regard allow us to conclude that technologies for interaction in asynchronous
teaching via video allow professors to interact with students when they are learning alone,
adding value to their own or others' graphic material to be used.
Keywords: asynchronous teaching; online learning; professor-student communication;
teaching technologies; video interaction.

1. Introduction
Our university teaching context is gradually transforming in recent years developing changes
that impact strongly on teaching, both in the face and distance processes: today we live
connected, we no longer understand life without the Internet and we have many resources from
web 2.0, all universities are developing and expanding their virtual platforms and learning
technologies and knowledge are multiplying (TAC) so that regular classes increasingly
combine classroom and digital elements (Alarcia & Bravo, 2012; Asri et al., 2020; Comer &
Lenaghan, 2013; Ellis & Bliuc, 2019).
Previous research has shown that it is important to promote interaction in university teaching
because it allows to promote teaching relationships based on dialogue, promote participation
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and encourage the involvement of students, as well as promote more effective teaching-learning
processes (Alarcia & Bravo, 2012; Alvarez-Alvarez et al., 2019; Álvarez Álvarez, 2017; Burns
et al., 2020; Comer & Lenaghan, 2013; Hernández & Álvarez-Álvarez, 2018; Vercellotti,
2018).
In face-to-face teaching, interaction can take many forms, with more research than in online
teaching. It is possible to mention a student-content interaction, a student-professor and studentprofessor and student-student interaction. This interaction allows us to share meanings,
contribute experiences, clear up doubts, weigh up alternative answers, verify the acquisition of
knowledge, etc. (Comer & Lenaghan, 2013; Hernández & Álvarez-Álvarez, 2018; Vercellotti,
2018).
Promoting interaction in online teaching is as necessary as it is in face-to-face teaching
(Comer & Lenaghan, 2013). In this study we will focus on interaction in online teaching. Online
activity can be synchronous (at the same time) and asynchronous (different time). In the
synchronous activity the tutor makes video calls and can interact with students following similar
guidelines to those used in classroom teaching, but how can you interact with students when
you do not share the same time and space? A relevant practice in online universities are the
discussion forums (Comer & Lenaghan, 2013), but in face-to-face universities that use Moodle
as a training platform we have been observing that students prefer to write a personal email to
the professor before doing it publicly in a discussion forum, unless the interventions in the
forums are taken into consideration with a percentage for the final grade.
Increasingly, to facilitate student learning, it is necessary to diversify study materials. It is
not enough to give them readings, make video calls, have platforms and use online forums. It
is increasingly necessary to have videos and images that help explain and understand the
contents (Roberts, 2019; Silverajah & Govindaraj, 2018). These can be both recorded classes
and videos of other people linked to the explanation of the contents of the subjects. The video
(the image) is a demanded resource and increasingly necessary (Arnone & Grabowski, 1992;
Mischel, 2019; Roberts, 2019).
If we add to this demand the need to enhance interaction, it becomes essential to have
technologies that allow it. There are at least two: Edpuzzle and H5P. Edpuzzle is a free online
tool that allows you to insert comments, voice notes, open and closed questions, etc. to videos,
both those available on the web and others that we believe. Each user can access with his
account as a teacher (being able to create materials) or as a student (being able to consume
them). H5P is a free and open interactive content creation platform for free software in
education. Its great advantage is that it can be integrated into Moodle or WordPress and allows
the creation, sharing and reuse of interactive videos, as well as other interactive work proposals
(Santos et al., 2019). Both are complete and easy to use tools that promote student learning
outside the classroom, in a motivating way, as well as monitoring and evaluation (Mischel,
2019). In addition, they can contribute to the development of a flipped classroom methodology
at any educational level, which is giving good results in the evaluations carried out so far (Awidi
& Paynter, 2019; Foldnes, 2016; Låg & Sæle, 2019; Lai & Hwang, 2016).
The scarce previous research regarding these two technologies has allowed the identification
of some results. However, more research is needed. H5P has been only recently researched. It
was evaluated by a sample of 30 students from a computer training cycle in Spain, revealing a
very high level of satisfaction (Santos et al., 2019). As for Edpuzzle there is more research. For
example, a study was made with 18 chemistry students in Malaysia that has concluded that
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Edpuzzle helps to self-regulate learning, contributes to the improvement of learning, with
special interest in those who have a greater risk of abandonment or have difficulties, since it
motivates, they can reflect as long as they need, share their doubts with their peers by being
proactive in their academic improvement, watch the video several times and review
autonomously everything that is most difficult for them to assimilate (Silverajah & Govindaraj,
2018). Another study developed in the United States in biochemistry emphasizes the potential
for learning this subject and other related subjects such as thermodynamics, kinetics and
enzyme (Pulukuri & Abrams, 2020).
Among its advantages is that Edpuzzle ensures that the student sees the video, allowing for
its revision, as well as incorporating the voice of the professor, to emphasize content, and to
personalize it. In addition, its advantages are its use in virtual teaching contexts, revisualization,
self-regulation of learning, monitoring of learning by the teacher (to reinforce failures or
highlight successes) and the creation of teaching material that can be shared in the virtual
community with all users (Mischel, 2019). In addition, it allows reflection by leaving time
between visualization and response, something that in the classroom has limitations (Comer &
Lenaghan, 2013). Among its disadvantages we can highlight that the student has no possibility
to communicate with his professor (having to do it through another tool or email), the
limitations he has in video editing itself (not being possible to join two different videos, for
example) and it is not possible to integrate it into LMS (Mischel, 2019).
However, both Edpuzzle and H5P can also be used as a complement to classroom teaching.
In this study we will examine how some users value these technologies to determine their
possible potentialities and limitations through the analysis of other different cases related to
their use.

2. Methodology
The general objective of this study is to show the possibilities and limitations of the
implementation of a technology for interaction in asynchronous teaching by video, from the
evaluation of the same both practicing professors and teachers in training. We have the
hypothesis that these technologies are still very unknown and therefore little used, but very
interesting and with enormous potential for teaching and learning in asynchronous teaching
contexts.
After the experience of employing Edpuzzle with a group of 60 students of the Degree in
Primary Education during the confinement period in Spain (March-May 2020) and that it was
very positively valued, it seemed appropriate to me to sound out the valuation it receives from
more people. For this purpose, 60 more people were contacted: 23 university professors in
practice (7 who have used it on some occasions and 16 who have tried it, but have not yet used
it in their classes) and 37 future Secondary Education teachers who were unaware of the
technologies for interaction in asynchronous video teaching and were asked to express their
impressions on the subject, thus moving from the single case to the multi-case study (Álvarez
Álvarez & San Fabián Maroto, 2012).
After the first good experience with it, it seemed necessary to proceed to verify its liking
with a second group of teachers in training and I considered it appropriate to do so on this
occasion with teachers in training for the exercise in Secondary Education. Given that on this
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occasion the professors were only asked to watch a video edited with Edpuzzle and openly
comment on what usefulness or potential they saw in it. This was also done with the practicing
teachers.
All the information collected is qualitative and was analyzed through a system of content
analysis, organizing it around three main categories: possibilities, limitations and doubts. The
ethical considerations that mark the research have been taken into account at all times: not
revealing the identity of the subjects (using pseudonyms), maintaining confidentiality,
independence, etc.

3. Results
In order to present the results achieved, we have divided them into three main categories:
possibilities, limitations and doubts. The possibilities are ideas that highlight the value of these
technologies for interaction in asynchronous video teaching. Likewise, the participants have
pointed out the limitations they see in them.
Posibilities
The possibilities listed by the participants have been very numerous, revealing a remarkable
interest on the part of all the people consulted on this subject. To account for them, they have
been grouped around three subcategories and listed below.

Outstanding possibilities by teachers and students:
a) Self-learning tool. Students and teachers consulted have indicated that these
technologies have great potential as a self-learning tool. "I thought to make some videos
with the resolution of exercises in excel and, as they progress, I will embed questions.
Those questions will be answered in later sections of the video, then the student will be
able to self-evaluate. I see a lot of potential in it as a tool for self-learning and selfevaluation" (Female Professor 16).
b) A pleasant and dynamic tool. Likewise, students and teachers agree that it is a dynamic
tool, which favours learning in a more enjoyable way. "Since you can edit the videos
and add questions, it makes the viewing process more enjoyable and dynamic. For
example, the insertion of specific voice notes from the teacher throughout the video is
similar to the comments a teacher would make in a face-to-face class and helps draw
attention to the issues that the teacher wants to emphasize" (Female Student 15).
c) Motivation. These technologies capture the students and motivate them in their learning.
"I think the incorporation of different tasks with H5P is interesting. I think that these
can promote the motivation of the group" (Female Professor 4).
d) Attractive and playful tool. It is an attractive tool and there are those who value it as
playful. "My daughter is using it in high school and she likes it a lot, she lives it almost
like a video game. The first time she used it, she showed it to me so that I could see it
and she told me that it was very attractive to her. She was watching a history video and
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stressed that when she asked the questions after watching the video clip she didn't forget
what she was seeing. She was hooked" (Female Professor 2).
e) Innovative tool. For many, it has also been considered a tool of interest for its novelty
for all, students and teachers, as it allows to develop in asynchronous a usual
synchronous activity in the classroom: raising questions and providing answers. "I think
it's interesting, I think it can be a new way to transmit information, maintain a feedback,
reflect a learning ..." (Female Student 11).
f) Immediate feedback. These technologies, by allowing for easy and agile feedback,
facilitate teacher evaluation and this has been assessed by one of the experienced
teachers. "What I like most is that it facilitates immediate feedback, but come on, I've
been using it for a long time for many reasons. I consider it an indispensable tool, so I
am already convinced of the cause" (Male Professor 6).
g) Students work. Many teachers emphasize that thanks to the students' motivation, they
work more and better on the content of the subject. "I put several videos and several
readings to my students every week. They always make the videos, even the ones for
future classes. They like it a lot and are learning a lot too" (Female Professor 2).
h) All the students participate. When you ask a question in class, it is not possible to
recover the answer of all the students, but these tools allow it. "I think it's a good idea
because it's a way for all the students to participate without the class being chaotic"
(Male Student 5).

Outstanding possibilities for teachers:
i) Focus. These tools, by requiring the participation of the student to respond to the
questions posed, favour attention and active listening, as many teachers have
emphasized. "What I like best is that it helps to focus attention and not to be distracted.
It's not about being a spectator, but an active learner" (Male Professor 2).
j) Easy for teachers. Teachers appreciate that it is easy to learn and use. "For me the biggest
advantage is that it is very easy to use. If I learned, anyone can, because it is intuitive"
(Female Professor 10).
k) It promotes reverse learning. Another advantage that has been observed by teachers who
have used it is that it facilitates innovation through the successful implementation of
reverse learning practices. "I like it very much because first the students work
autonomously and then in the video calls they solve their concrete doubts, in such a way
that it facilitates the learning and new forms of interaction" (Female Professor 1).
l) Versatile for synchronous and asynchronous teaching. A teacher likes that it works for
both asynchronous and synchronous teaching. "I used it in confinement, when
everything was online, but it is also suitable as a complementary activity to classroom
teaching and so I will use it in other courses" (Female Professor 3).
m) Plurality of questions. These technologies allow to ask different types of questions. "I
like that I can formulate multiple choice questions that correct themselves, although it
is not convenient to abuse them because the students can pass the answers; open
questions of a reproductive type (what the video says) and of a productive type (a
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reflection, an example, etc.) Overall, a lot of information can be extracted from the
students' understanding of the videos" (Male Professor 1).

Outstanding possibilities by students:
n) It is a visual material. The students value very positively that it is a visual, graphic
material, beyond the use also necessary of texts and written material. "It can allow
students to learn from a much more visual plane, which is very important, since our
brain works through images. I think it is a useful tool to create content different from
the usual ones and that can motivate students" (Female Student 9).
o) Revision of the video. For some students it is also positive to be able to review the video
if you do not know the answer. "It is very good that as the video advances it suddenly
stops to ask a question, where if you have not been attentive you have the option to
watch that part of the video again" (Female Student 4).
p) Reference material. The student identifies that, after a while, the video can still be
reviewed as many times as required, constituting a material for review and consultation.
"In a moment of doubt, having a reference to consult is always satisfactory" (Male
Student 1).
q) Immediacy. Students value that questions emerge from the video when appropriate,
achieving an immediacy in the response and not a delay in it. "I find it very useful
because it allows to ask questions in time that the contents are coming out in the video,
to highlight some point that we think is relevant. In addition, the visualization of videos
seems to me to be something quite enjoyable for the students" (Female Student 3).
r) The video stops if you change the screen. Students who have tried Edpuzzle have tried
to change screens while watching their video and realized that it is not possible. They
have made a positive reading on this aspect. "I find it an excellent tool for online
teaching. It should be noted that when you open another page or minimize the page on
which Edpuzzle is playing, the video stops, so you have to see the teacher with his
explanation, which I think is very positive to avoid distractions. Besides, asking
questions or explaining the video is very useful and effective" (Male Student 15).
s) Versatility in the treatment of the contents. Students have appreciated that these
technologies can be used at the beginning, middle and end of a topic. "These types of
activities serve as a support to present a topic and know what your students know; to
conclude a topic and discover how much they have learned; to work on listening
comprehension; to work on any class content by adapting the video to that content; etc."
(Female Student 17).
t) Training complement in specific cases. One student has considered that these
technologies can be used when the student's circumstances do not facilitate their
evaluation with the group's standards. She gives an example. "I am from Physical
Education and I find it very interesting to be able to show contents or explanations of
the subject in videos to my future students. For example, in my classes there are often
students who are injured or have a disease that prevents them from taking certain classes
or all of them, so I think that this platform can be useful to evaluate them. I also think it
will be useful for all the other students, because, for example, there are techniques of
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some individual or collective sport that are difficult to explain and through this platform
I could teach those contents of the subject" (Female Student 18).
Limitations
Just as participants have shown the possibilities of these technologies for interaction in
asynchronous video teaching, a few have appreciated some specific limitations that we will list
below.

Outstanding limitation by teachers and students:
a) Technical difficulties. One professor and one student have expressed slight technical
difficulties in their use. "I have had technical problems because some students could not
see the grades I was giving them. I don't know why this happened" (Female Professor
2).

Outstanding limitations by teachers:
a) Edpuzzle does not belong to Moodle. For two professors the main limitation they see in
Edpuzzle, because "The main thing I put in Edpuzzle is that it is a platform of its own
and that it is outside of Moodle, which is the tool we use at the university. Students have
to register outside. H5P is integrated in Moodle and offers practically the same
functionalities" (Female Professor 3).
b) H5P does not offer as many features as Edpuzzle. For two professors H5P can be
improved. "I have tried something with H5P but I like Edpuzzle better because it has
more features, or so I thought when I started with it" (Male Professor 1).

Outstanding limitation by a student:
a) Problems with the use of a smatphone. A student has highlighted problems using
Edpuzzle from her cell phone. "I, who have used the application for the cell phone, have
had some problems. With the audio, for example, when the teacher intervened with the
recording, the sound was bad. Sometimes it got stuck, other times, it stopped, but when
I went back to the minute, I could hear what she was saying..." (Female Student 1).

4. Conclusion
The previous results allow us to draw some conclusions. First, the positive reception of these
technologies by professors and students preparing to become teachers, as already glimpsed in
previous studies, is noteworthy (Awidi & Paynter, 2019; Comer & Lenaghan, 2013; Foldnes,
2016; Låg & Sæle, 2019; Lai & Hwang, 2016; Mischel, 2019; Pulukuri & Abrams, 2020; Santos
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et al., 2019; Silverajah & Govindaraj, 2018). Testimonies have been collected that show twenty
possibilities they offer. From the point of view of professors and students, they constitute a new,
enjoyable, dynamic, attractive and playful self-learning tool that favors motivation, immediate
feedback and the participation and work of all students. From the point of view of the
professors: they are intuitive and easy to use tools, they focus the student's attention, promote
reverse learning and allow a plurality of questions to be asked. From the point of view of the
students: they offer a visual work material, they allow the revision, they generate a consultation
material, the answers are given in the immediacy, it is not allowed to change the screen, it
allows a versatile treatment of the topics and they can be used as a formative complement.
Also, the limitations noted are few: only four have been highlighted. Some students and
professors have had some technical difficulties and one student has alleged difficulties using a
Smartphone. Professors have highlighted as negative that Edpuzzle does not integrate into
Moodle and that H5P does not offer as many options as Edpuzzle.
Based on this evaluation made by 60 different people, it can be concluded that technologies
for interaction in asynchronous teaching via video allow teachers to interact with students when
they are learning alone, adding value to their own or others' graphic material to be used.
Therefore, taking into account the current health crisis and the remarkable technological
development, it is necessary to consider the need for greater dissemination of these technologies
among professors to increase their use and thus make blended learning, online, synchronous or
asynchronous and distance learning more attractive, motivating and interactive (Alarcia &
Bravo, 2012; Asri et al., 2020; Comer & Lenaghan, 2013; Ellis & Bliuc, 2019).
The testimonies collected show a high satisfaction of the people who approach these
technologies and their great potential to promote interaction in teaching, especially in the
asynchronous one, which is the most inaccessible, since it is developed in different times and
spaces for professors and students (Alarcia & Bravo, 2012; Alvarez-Alvarez et al., 2019;
Alvarez-Alvarez, 2017; Burns et al., 2020; Comer & Lenaghan, 2013; Hernández & ÁlvarezÁlvarez, 2018; Vercellotti, 2018). The testimonies collected also reveal an idea pointed out in
the state of the art: the preference for graphic and visual material that helps to understand the
contents (Arnone & Grabowski, 1992; Roberts, 2019; Silverajah & Govindaraj, 2018).
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